Tools for Identifying and Indicating Personality Lineup

Personality Style Sort Cards Template

Using personality “sort cards” is a simple fun way to have students self-assess. Ask the students to study the set of four cards for a few moments and then line them up in order from most like them to least like them to arrive at their personality lineup. Let them know it is ok to change their mind later.

Print the personality style sort cards on card stock, then cut each sheet into four equally sized cards.

Be sure to print “actual size”.

You can print double-sided “flip on long edge” if your printer has that option. However, if the images do not look centered when you cut the sheet into four equal pieces, you might need to print one side at a time instead of letting the printer automatically print double-sided. (You can also print only the front side.)

Print one before printing multiple copies.

Personality Styles Sticker Template (AVERY 8293)

You need a color printer and a package of AVERY 8293 (1-1/2”) round stickers.

After using the personality quiz or the sort cards to determine their personality lineup, students can indicate their rank order of the four styles using these colorful fun iconic personality styles stickers.

Your students can stick them in rank order on nametags, on binders, or on any assignment you might provide them with.